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PLEASE NOTE: The methods mentioned in this instruction manual are universal and the same
steps apply to all designs including: Bell Tent, Star Bell and Bell Tent Plus protector covers. 

attaching your
tent protector
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REMOVE FROM CARRY BAG + ROLL OUT,

ENSURING THE GROUND IS CLEAR OF ANY

SHARP OR DAMAGING OBJECTS.

if applicable for your tent design,

temporarily remove the screw-on rain cap.

(you will need this later, so keep it aside in a safe spot)

hook the eyelet of the cover on to a-

frame spike + screw the rain cap back on.

this will keep the cover attached during

the next stage.

locate the doorway of the cover + position

over the left + right points of the entrance

to your tent.

using the ropes/webbing straps, gently

tug the cover over the centre pole until

you feel it lock into place.
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steps apply to all designs including: Bell Tent, Star Bell and Bell Tent Plus protector covers. 

attaching your
tent protector
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let the cover drop down the sides of

the walls + position so that it is

aligned + covering all canvas fabric.

use thick rebar pegs + a mallet to tightly

secure each point to the ground as closely

as possible to the tent pegs.

locate the long guy rope + secure it down

1-2 metres in front of the tent, ensure that

it is in line with the middle of the doorway.

when removing the cover or packing it away,

be sure to screw on the rain cap under the

cover fabric to prevent any tears.

with your new tent protector cover,

you will now be able to enjoy cooler,

darker + cleaner adventures. enjoy!


